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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report summarizes the results of a test program designed to evaluate:
1) the performance of a diesel hybrid-electric school bus compared to a standard diesel
bus equipped with an automatic transmission, and
2) the performance of a vehicle telematics system purported to increase vehicle fuel
economy by promoting optimal transmission shifting using audible driver prompts.
A total of four buses were included in the test, including three baseline diesel buses
equipped with automatic transmission, and one charge-sustaining hybrid bus. All four
buses were equipped with the tested telematics system. The test program included 10
months of in-service operation at the Gates-Chili Central School district in Rochester,
New York during the 2012-2013 school year, as well as fuel economy testing with two of
the buses operated in simulated service on specific test routes intended to mimic urban,
suburban, and rural school bus operation.
Since both hybrid-electric technology and the tested telematics system are reported to
reduce fuel use from typical vehicle operations, this test program was primarily designed
to evaluate the fuel economy (miles per gallon, MPG) of the test buses in typical school
service. The program also gathered a limited amount of data on the in-service reliability
of hybrid technology.
Results – Hybrid Bus
During one school year (ten months) of operation in which the tested buses accumulated
between 12,296 and 12,905 in-service miles the charge-sustaining hybrid bus tested in
this program achieved approximately 16% higher average fuel economy than the baseline
diesel bus (8.9 MPG versus 7.7 MPG), while operating a roughly equal amount of time
on three different school routes with average speed ranging from 8.2 to 21.0 MPH. The
increase in average fuel economy for the hybrid bus was higher on the slowest route
(25%) and lower on the fastest route (15%).
The results of the controlled fuel economy testing were consistent with the in-service test
results. During this testing the average measured fuel economy of the hybrid bus was
23% higher than the fuel economy of the baseline diesel bus on the urban route (7.1 MPG
vs 5.8 MPG), 13% higher on the suburban route (6.5 MPG vs 5.8 MPG), and 5% higher
on the rural route (7.5 MPG vs 7.2 MPG).
Using a traction motor/generator and hybrid battery, the hybrid bus was able to capture as
regenerative energy (regen), and re-use approximately 33% of the inertial energy
theoretically available for capture on the urban route, 25% on the suburban route, and
10% on the rural/hill route.
In addition, during the controlled fuel economy testing, per-minute fuel use at idle for the
hybrid bus was, on average, 54% lower than for the baseline diesel bus (0.43 gal/hr
compared to 0.94 gal/hr). The reduction in fuel use at idle accounted for about 25% of
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the total reduction in fuel use achieved by the hybrid bus compared to the baseline diesel
bus on the urban route, 29% on the suburban route, and 45% on the rural route.
Table 1: Hybrid Bus Fuel Economy Test Results
Test Type

In-Service
Test

Controlled
Fuel
Economy
Test

Fuel Economy (MPG)
Hybrid Bus

Diesel Bus

Fuel Economy
Increase

Route 511 (Urban)

7.0

5.6

25%

Route 520 (Suburban)

8.6

7.1

21%

Route 515 (Rural)

11.0

9.6

15%

ENTIRE YEAR

8.9

7.7

16%

Urban

7.1

5.8

23%

Suburban

6.5

5.8

13%

Rural

7.5

7.2

5%

Route/Cycle

The reduction in fuel consumption at idle for the hybrid bus can likely be attributed to its
use of an automated manual transmission as part of the hybrid drive system. An
automated manual transmission de-clutches the engine from the driveline when the
vehicle comes to a stop; allowing the engine to spin freely (similar to being in “neutral”
mode in an automatic transmission), thus reducing fuel consumption. With an automatic
transmission, when a bus is stopped in traffic the engine is still clutched in, engaging the
driveline through the transmission’s torque converter. Even though the vehicle brakes are
keeping the bus from moving, the transmission’s torque converter puts a slight load on
the engine, thus increasing fuel consumption relative to a vehicle with an automated
manual transmission.
The results of this test program indicate that when operating charge-sustaining hybrid
buses instead of diesel buses, school bus operators can reduce annual fuel use by 264 to
335 gallons per bus, for buses that travel between 7,000 and 15,000 miles per year.
Annual fuel savings will be highest for more “urban” and “suburban” routes with lower
average in-service speed, and at the lower end for more rural routes with higher average
speed. The use of hybrid buses instead of standard diesel buses could save a school bus
operator $600 - $1,500 per year per bus in annual fuel costs (for diesel prices ranging
from $3.00- $4.50/gallon).
Results - Telematics System
Testing was performed during one school year (ten months) of operation in which the
buses accumulated between 12,296 and 12,905 in-service miles, while operating roughly
equal amounts of time on three different school routes with average speed ranging from
8.2 to 21.0 MPH. During this period a standard diesel bus with telematics driver alerts
activated, achieved approximately 5% higher average fuel economy than an equivalent
bus with the driver alerts turned off (8.1 MPG versus 7.7 MPG). The increase in fuel
ES-2
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economy with the driver alerts was higher on the slowest route (10%) and lower on the
fastest route (5%).
Another bus was operated for the entire school year on a single test route which had an
average in-service speed of approximately 13.5 MPH. For this bus, baseline data was
collected for one month with the telematics driver alerts turned off, and then one month
with the driver alerts switched on. After one month with the alerts on, the system was
switched off and data was collected for another two months, through the end of the fall
semester. After the winter holidays the driver alerts were again turned on and data was
collected with the system on through the end of the school year.
For this bus over the entire school year, average fuel economy when the driver alerts
were turned on was 4% higher than when the alerts were turned off. Turning the alert
system on after the initial baseline period resulted in an immediate increase in average
weekly fuel economy, though there was still significant day-to-day variation. When the
alert system was subsequently turned off, average weekly fuel economy did not
immediately drop back to baseline levels, though it did deteriorate over eight weeks.
When the driver alerts were turned back on after the winter break, weekly average fuel
economy again increased, but not as quickly or as significantly as it did when the driver
alerts were first turned on at the beginning of the year.
The results of this test program indicate that when operating the tested telematics system
on conventional diesel buses with automatic transmission, school bus operators can
reduce annual fuel use by 84 to 164 gallons per bus for buses that travel between 7,000
and 15,000 miles per year. Annual fuel savings will be highest for more “urban” and
“suburban” routes with lower average in-service speed, and at the lower end for more
rural routes with higher average speed. The use of conventional diesel buses equipped
with telematics could save a school bus operator $250 - $740 per year per bus in annual
fuel costs (for diesel prices ranging from $3.00- $4.50/gallon).
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1) TEST BUSES
This in-service test program included a total of four Thomas Built Safety-Liner C2 school
buses, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Configuration of Test Buses
Bus
Bus
Num

511

515

523

520

Type

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

MY

Make &
Model

MY

AfterTransmission
Make & Model treatment

2012

Cummins ISB
5.9 liter, 220 HP

Active DPF
and SCR

Allison 2500

2012

Thomas
Built
SafetyLiner C2
Thomas
Built
SafetyLiner C2

Cummins ISB
5.9 liter, 220 HP

Active DPF
and SCR

Allison 2500

2012

Thomas
Built
SafetyLiner C2

Cummins ISB
5.9 liter, 220 HP

Active DPF
and SCR

Allison 2500

2012

Cummins ISB
5.9 liter, 200 HP

Active DPF
and SCR

2012

2012

ChargeSustaining 2012
Hybrid

Thomas
Built
SafetyLiner C2

Hybrid
System

Rear
End
Gear
Ratio

NA

5.71

NA

5.71

NA

5.71

Eaton pretransmissio
n parallel

5.88

Engine

2012

(automatic)

(automatic)

(automatic)

Eaton
8FA0406A
(automated
manual)

Three of the test buses (bus 511, bus 515, and bus 523) are identical “conventional”
diesel buses equipped with an automatic transmission. The fourth bus (bus 520) is nearly
identical to the other buses (i.e., it has the same bus body, engine, exhaust after-treatment,
tires, and engine driven auxiliaries) except for the inclusion of a hybrid drive system, a
slightly de-rated engine and a higher rear end gear ratio. See Figure 1 for an exterior
view of a hybrid bus similar to bus 520.

Source: Thomas Built Corporation
Figure 1: Thomas Built Charge-Sustaining Hybrid School Bus
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The hybrid system installed in bus 520 is manufactured by the Eaton Corporation. It is a
pre-transmission parallel system that includes a clutch and motor/generator installed
between the engine and an automated manual transmission. The system is designed to be
charge-sustaining in operation, and it includes a single, two kilowatt-hour (kWh) battery
pack. See Figure 2 for a schematic of the system.

Source: Eaton Corporation
Figure 2: Eaton Hybrid System Schematic

The electric motor provides a power-assist, through the automated manual transmission,
at speeds up to 30 miles per hour, reducing the power required from the diesel engine.
During braking the motor acts as a generator, producing electricity while slowing the bus
(regen); this energy is directed to the hybrid battery pack where it is stored for later use
(i.e., during the next acceleration). In this charge-sustaining system the battery acts purely
as a load leveler, allowing better management of total energy use throughout a transient
drive cycle, and reducing net fuel use over a typical day of operation. All net energy
required to drive the vehicle comes from diesel fuel (via the diesel engine). The battery
pack in bus 520 has the ability to store approximately two kWh of electrical energy. This
amount of energy is equivalent to the useful work that can be extracted from
approximately 0.16 gallons of diesel fuel by a diesel engine. 1
Hybrid bus 520 was purchased for this test program by the New York Power Authority,
with funding assistance from the New York State Energy Research & Development
Authority; this bus was leased to Gates-Chili Central School District for this test
program. The other standard diesel buses in the test are owned by Gates-Chili. The
purchase price of hybrid bus 520 was $166,310; at the time of purchase the quoted price
for an identical conventional diesel bus with automatic transmission was $102,736.
All four buses were equipped with a FleetKnowSys™ vehicle telematics system
produced by the VNOMICS® corporation. This system collects real-time data from the

1

Assuming #2 diesel fuel with 128,450 btu/gallon energy content and average diesel engine efficiency of 33%.
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engine’s electronic control module, as well as GPS-derived position data. For all four
buses this system was used to collect in-service operating data (engine hours, fuel use,
and miles traveled) on a daily basis. Bus 511 and Bus 523 also had the FleetKnowSys™
In Cab Advisor™ feature turned on during the test. In conjunction with driver training
this feature is designed to promote optimal shifting for vehicles equipped with an
automatic transmission, by providing audible alerts to drivers. The alerts prompt the
driver to back off the accelerator at an optimal time, which allows the transmission to
easily shift to the next higher gear. The intent of the In Cab Advisor™ feature is to
increase average vehicle fuel economy by reducing “over-revving” and keeping the
engine operating within its most efficient speed-torque range throughout the day’s
operation.
When purchasing hybrid bus 520 the cost of adding the FleetKnowSys™ system was
$4,510, including installation and a comprehensive three-year service contract which
included monthly telecommunication charges and full access to web-based vehicle
reports.
2) IN-SERVICE EVALUATION
During the 2012-2013 school year, all four test buses were operated in regular school
service on school bus routes in the Gates-Chili Central School District in Rochester, NY.
Table 3: In-Service Test Route Characteristics for Buses 511, 515, and 520

Average
Speed

Average Daily

Route
511

Route
515

Route
520

Miles

Hours

% Idle

MPH

Bus 511

42.8

5.2

33%

8.3

Bus 515

44.5

5.4

35%

8.2

Bus 520

45.7

5.6

32%

8.2

Bus 511

96.0

4.6

18%

20.9

Bus 515

95.0

4.6

18%

21.1

Bus 520

89.5

4.6

18%

20.4

Bus 511

89.8

7.0

23%

12.9

Bus 515

81.6

6.8

25%

12.3

Bus 520

82.1

6.7

23%

12.2

Oneway bus
stops

One-way
Children
Carried

69

167

6

5

68

152

Buses 511, 515, and 520 were rotated between three different regular school bus routes
every two weeks, so that over the course of an entire school year each bus was used on
each route for approximately the same amount of time (12 weeks). The same bus
operator stayed with each route throughout the school year, so that each bus was also
driven by three different operators during the year. The characteristics of these three
routes for each bus are summarized in Table 3, and the locations of the routes are shown
3
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in Figure 3. Note that during both the morning and afternoon time periods, each route
included consecutive runs to more than one school.
As shown, the operating characteristics of these three routes varied significantly. Route
511 is very “urban” in character with many stops and low average speed. By contrast,
Route 515 is very “rural” in character, with few stops and high average speed. The
character of Route 520 falls between these extremes, and could be described as more
suburban than either urban or rural.
Over the course of the test the average duty cycle experienced on each route was very
consistent from bus to bus. As shown in Table 2, for each route average daily hours,
average daily miles, and average daily percent engine idle time varied by 10% or less
across all three test buses. For each route average in-service speed varied by 1% - 6%
across the three test buses.

Figure 3: Location of In-Service Test Routes
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For each bus, data on daily engine-on time (hours), fuel use (gallons), and accumulated
mileage (miles) broadcast by the engine ECM and/or on-board GPS system was collected
using the VNOMICS® telematics system, and recorded in a spreadsheet for analysis.
Table 4 summarizes the total in-service miles and hours accumulated by each of the buses
during the test program.
During the entire in-service test, the VNOMICS® FleetKnowSys™ system was turned
on in all four buses. The In Cab Advisor™ feature was turned off in diesel bus 515 and
hybrid bus 520, and it was turned on in diesel bus 511. As such, comparison of in-service
results from bus 520 to those of bus 515 shows the effect of using a diesel bus with a
hybrid drive system rather than an automatic transmission. Comparison of in-service
results from bus 511 to those of bus 515 shows the effect of using the In Cab Advisor™
system on diesel buses equipped with automatic transmissions.
Table 4: Total In-Service Mileage and Hours Accumulation

BUS

Days in Service

Total Engine Hours
Accumulated

Total Miles
Accumulated

Bus 511

174

961

12,905

Bus 515

162

916

12,300

Bus 520

168

984

12,276

During the in-service test bus 523 was deployed differently than the other three test
buses. This bus was run on the same route with the same driver for the entire school
year. The characteristics of this route were similar to those of route 520 (13.5 MPH
average speed) and could be described as generally suburban in nature.
Bus 523 was used to further test the effect of the VNOMICS® FleetKnowSys™ system
with In Cab Advisor™. This bus was initially operated for approximately one month
with the In Cab Advisor™ alerts turned off, in order to collect baseline data on the
route. After the baseline period the In Cab Advisor™ driver alerts were turned on, and
data was collected with the alerts on for another month. The In Cab Advisor™ alerts
were then turned off, and data was collected with the alerts off for approximately two
months, through the end of the fall school semester, to test the durability of any fuel
economy benefit derived from temporarily modifying driver behavior via the
alerts. After the winter holidays the alerts were turned back on, and data was collected
with the alerts on through the remainder of the school year (for 20 weeks).
This bus was in service for a total of 179 days and accumulated 954 in-service engine-on
hours and 13,230 in-service miles.
3) FUEL ECONOMY TESTING
To supplement the in-service test, buses 515 and 520 were tested under controlled
conditions to evaluate fuel use over specific test routes intended to simulate “urban’,
“suburban”, and “rural” school bus operation. Data was collected with the buses
5
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operating in simulated service on the roadways in and around the town of Dansville, NY
during August 2012. This fuel economy test was designed to evaluate the fuel use of the
hybrid bus compared to the baseline diesel bus. This test did not attempt to evaluate the
effect of the VNOMICS® In Cab Advisor ™ system because the project team felt that a
short-term test would be ineffective to evaluate a system designed to modify driver
behavior.

Urban/Suburban Route

Rural Route

Figure 4: Location of Fuel Economy Test Routes

Figure 5: Change in Elevation, Rural Test Route
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The urban and suburban routes were run on the same 1.9 mile test loop, which had three
designated bus stops and four stop signs. The Rural Route was run on a different 6.9 mile
loop, which had four designated bus stops. The test loop used for the Urban and
Suburban Routes was essentially flat, while the Rural Route loop included a number of
significant changes in grade, with total change in elevation of 365 feet. See Figures 4
and 5.
Table 5: Nominal Test Route Characteristics

Metric

Unit

Test Route
Urban

Suburban

Rural

Length of Route Loop

Miles

1.9

1.9

6.9

Number of Loops for one run

Num

3

4

2

Total Length of Run

Miles

5.6

7.5

13.8

Average Speed

MPH

13

15

25

Minutes

28

33

37

Num

9

7

8

Seconds

30

30

30

Stops per mile

Num

1.6

1.1

0.6

Target Speed between stops

MPH

20-25

25-30

30-40

Idle Time

%

31%

26%

16%

Change in Elevation

FT

57

57

365

Run Time
Number of Stops
Dwell time at each stop

In order to ensure consistency between runs each route was kept simple, with a limited
number of stops and consistent operation between stops (acceleration rate, maximum
speed). However, because the tests were conducted on public roadways, some variations
are expected. The target maximum speed between stops ranged from 20 – 25 MPH on
the Urban Route, 20 – 30 MPH on the Suburban Route, and 30 – 40 MPH on the Rural
Route. Dwell time at all bus stops on all routes was 30 seconds, until the last stop when
the bus idled for 60 seconds before ending the test. See Table 5 for a summary of the
characteristics of each route.
Prior to fuel economy testing each bus was loaded with eighty 50-pound sand bags to
simulate a nominal half seated passenger load weight (33 seats x 120 lb per seated
passenger 2 = 3,960 lbs).
The same bus driver was used for testing both buses, and was instructed to operate the
bus as s/he would in normal school service.

2

The project team could not find an agreed standard weight for a school bus passenger. For transit buses the accepted
standard is 150 pounds per passenger. The use of 120 pounds per passenger is intended to represent a range of
ages/sizes for school bus passengers, from kindergarten to high school age.
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For each bus, data was collected for three repeats for each of the three test routes, which
were run consecutively on the same day. Bus 515 and 520 were tested on consecutive
days.
During this fuel economy testing, two scroll-type fuel meters were installed in the fuel
system of each test bus to directly measure the amount of fuel used by the engine. Data
on fuel use and engine speed broadcast by the engine ECM were also collected, along
with GPS-position data, which was used to calculate instantaneous vehicle speed.
4) SUMMARY OF RESULTS – HYBRID BUS
This section summarizes the performance of hybrid bus 520 compared to baseline diesel
bus 515 during both the in-service test and the controlled fuel economy test, including
average fuel economy, hybrid system performance, reliability and maintenance issues
experienced by each bus during the test period, driver comments about the bus, and
potential fuel cost savings from the use of hybrid buses.
In the discussion below, reported fuel economy results for each bus during the in-service
test are based on fuel use data transmitted by the engine electronic control module
(ECM). Fuel economy results reported for the controlled fuel economy tests are based
on fuel use measured using scroll-type fuel meters installed in the vehicle fuel system.
During the controlled testing, calculated fuel economy based on ECM fuel data was
consistently higher than fuel economy calculated using the fuel flow meters (+1% to
+6%).
4.1. Fuel Economy
See Figure 6 for a summary of the average fuel economy (MPG) achieved by diesel bus
515 and hybrid bus 520 on each test route during the in-service test at the Gates-Chili
Central School District. In this chart the wide solid color bars represent the average fuel
economy achieved over all days in the test on each route, while the black lines at the top
of each bar represent one standard deviation around this mean, based on actual day-today variability in measured fuel economy.
As shown, over the course of the entire school year hybrid bus 520 achieved 25% higher
in-use fuel economy than diesel bus 515 (7.0 MPG versus 5.6 MPG) while operating on
low-speed Route 511 (8 MPH), 21% higher in-use fuel economy (8.6 MPG versus 7.1
MPG) while operating on medium-speed Route 520 (12 MPH), and 15% higher in-use
fuel economy (11.0 MPG versus 9.6 MPG) while operating on high-speed Route 515
(20 MPH). Statistical analysis (student T-test) indicates that the measured differences in
daily average fuel economy between bus 520 and bus 515 are statistically significant at a
99% confidence level on all three routes.
See Figure 7 for a plot of daily average fuel economy versus average speed for bus 515
and bus 520 during the in-service test. In this figure each dot represents average data for
one day of operation. As shown, while there was significant variability in day-to-day fuel
economy of each bus on each route, bus 520 consistently had significantly higher fuel
economy than bus 515 on all three routes.

8
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Figure 6: Average Fuel Economy of Bus 515 and Bus 520 During In-Service Test

Figure 7: Daily Average Fuel Economy of Bus 515 and Bus 520
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Figure 8 summarizes measured fuel economy of bus 515 and 520 during the controlled
fuel economy testing in Dansville, NY. In Figure 8 the wide solid bars indicate the
measured fuel economy averaged over all three test runs on each route. The thin lines on
top of the solid bars indicate one standard deviation around the average value, based on
actual variability in measured fuel economy from run-to-run.

Figure 8: Average Fuel Economy (MPG) During Controlled Fuel Economy Test

As shown, hybrid bus 520 had higher diesel fuel economy (MPG) than baseline diesel
bus 515 on all three fuel economy test routes; average fuel economy was 23% higher on
the urban route, 13% higher on the suburban route, and 5% higher on the rural/hill route.
A comparison of route metrics (average speed and stops per mile) indicates that the Rural
route used for the fuel economy testing was quite similar to in-service route 515, though
route 515 was not as hilly. The characteristics of in-service route 520 fall somewhere
between those of the Urban and Suburban routes used for the fuel economy test. Inservice route 511 is quite a bit more severe (lower speed, more stops per mile) than even
the Urban fuel economy test route.
The other significant difference between the controlled fuel economy testing and inservice test was average bus load. For the controlled fuel economy testing, each bus was
loaded to a half-seated load weight. In-service the buses generally had a lower average
load – this is particularly true on the rural route 515, when the bus carried only five
students each way each day.
4.2. Hybrid System Performance
Hybrid system performance for bus 520 during the controlled fuel economy testing is
shown in Figures 9 through 12. These figures highlight the amount of regenerative

10
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energy (regen) collected by the battery pack of bus 520 on each run, as well as the
amount of energy supplied by the battery pack (hybrid assist) versus the amount of
energy provided by the engine to operate the bus over each route.
Figure 9 shows the instantaneous power in and out of the hybrid battery pack of hybrid
bus 520 over the first repeat of the urban route; in this figure the red line represents the
speed of the bus (MPH – right vertical scale) and the blue line represents power in and
out of the battery (kW at 1 Hz – left hand scale). Blue lines above the zero line represent
power leaving the battery (hybrid assist) and blue lines below the zero line represent
power entering the battery (regen collection).

Figure 9: Power In and Out of Battery pack – Bus 520 on the Urban Route

As shown in Figure 9, bus 520 collected 1.70 kilowatt-hour (kW-hr) of regen energy
during this run. Bus 520 also provided 1.43 kW-hr of hybrid assist to help move the bus.
The diesel engine on bus 520 provided the rest of the power required to drive the cycle, a
little over 10.7 kW-hr. Overall, approximately 12% of the total energy required to drive
the route was provided from regen energy collected by the hybrid system and 87% was
provided by the diesel engine.
Figure 10 shows the battery energy and engine energy supplied by bus 520 on all repeats
of each test route. For comparison, the average engine energy supplied by bus 515 on
each route is also shown. On the different runs, the hybrid system on bus 520 provided
between 10% and 13% of the total energy required to drive the urban and suburban
routes, and about 7% of the total energy required to drive the rural/hill route.
11
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Figure 10: Energy Provided by Battery vs Engine, Bus 520 and Bus 515

Figure 11 shows, for bus 520, the total energy required to drive each repeat of each test
route, along with the amount of regen energy collected, and an estimate of the amount of
energy that was required to overcome the additional weight of the hybrid system 3; bus
520 is 820 pounds heavier than bus 515.
As shown, the estimated energy required to overcome the additional weight of the hybrid
system on bus 520 varied from about 0.35 kilowatt-hour for the urban route to about 1.33
kW-hr on the rural/hill route.
On the urban and suburban routes, bus 520 was able to consistently collect, as regen, four
to five times as much energy as was required to overcome the additional weight of the
hybrid system, providing a net energy benefit of approximately 1.4 kW-hr on these
routes. This net energy benefit from regen collection was 8 - 12% of total cycle energy,
and it offset diesel fuel usage by approximately 0.1 gallons/run on these routes.
On the rural/hill route bus 520 was able to consistently collect, as regen, about 1.6 times
as much energy as was required to overcome the additional weight of the hybrid system,
providing a net energy benefit of approximately 0.85 kW-hr on this route. This net
energy benefit from regen collection was only about 3% of total cycle energy, and it
offset diesel fuel usage by approximately 0.06 gallons/run on the rural route.
3

Additional bus weight increases required drive power due to increased rolling resistance and increased bus inertia.
The equation used to estimate the increased power requirements was as follows: ∆Power = ∆ Inertial Power +
∆ Rolling Resistance Power = (∆Mass x velocity x acceleration x time) + (∆Mass x coefficient of rolling resistance x
gravity x velocity x time). For the rural/hill route both horizontal and vertical (i.e. hill climbing) velocity and
acceleration were used to calculate the change in the power required for the inertial term.
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Figure 11: Regen Energy vs Energy to Overcome Weight Penalty, Bus 520

Figure 12 shows, for bus 520, the total energy required to drive each repeat of each test
route, along with the amount of regen energy actually collected, and an estimate of the
amount of energy that was available for collection as regen.
Of the total amount of energy required to drive a school bus over a route, some is
required to overcome inertia and gravity (accelerate the vehicle, climb grades), some is
required to overcome wind resistance (aerodynamic friction), some is required to
overcome friction between the roadway and the tires (rolling resistance), and some is
required to operate engine/vehicle accessories (alternator, air compressor, engine cooling
fan). With a conventional diesel school bus most of the inertial energy is dissipated as
heat by the braking system when the bus comes to a stop. It is this inertial energy that a
hybrid school bus can collect as regen energy; as shown in Figure 12, for bus 520, the
inertial energy that was theoretically available for collection amounted to 40 – 45% of
total cycle energy for the urban and suburban routes and over 80% of total cycle energy
for the rural/hill route 4

4

For small, rolling hills even conventional vehicles can “recover” much of the energy required to overcome gravity
and climb a hill, as they pick up speed on the downhill and use their increased inertia to “climb” part of the next grade.
The rural/hill test route included several long, steep grades, both uphill and downhill. For this type of hill the bus
operator was required to brake on the downhill portion to maintain a safe speed, which dissipates energy in the braking
system; in a conventional vehicle this energy cannot then be recovered by using the vehicle’s inertia to “climb” the next
grade. For this analysis, we assumed that all of the potential energy added to overcome gravity during the uphill
portion of the rural/hill route could be recovered by the hybrid system during downhill braking, which is why
“recoverable” energy is a much greater proportion of total cycle energy for the rural/hill route than for the other routes.
This simplified assumption may over-state the amount of energy theoretically available for collection as regen on this
route.
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Figure 12: Regen Energy Collected vs Energy Available for Collection, Bus 520

Bus 520 was able to capture as regen approximately 32% of this inertial energy on the
urban route, 25% on the suburban route, and 10% on the rural/hill route.
In practice the ability of a hybrid bus to capture regen energy is potentially limited by one
or more of the following factors: 1) the size of the battery pack (total capacity to store
energy), 2) the power density of the battery technology used (the maximum rate at which
energy can be accepted), 3) the control algorithms used in the hybrid system (i.e.,
blending of mechanical and electric braking), and 4) driver/traffic behaviour (braking
rate).
Bus 520 has a relatively small hybrid battery pack (2 kW-hr capacity). If bus 520
employed a larger battery pack additional regen energy might be collected on some
routes, resulting in higher fuel economy. However, if braking rates were too fast, the
extra battery capacity could not be used effectively because there is a limit to how much
power the hybrid system can absorb at any one time. In addition, any benefit would
likely be offset somewhat by the additional weight of the battery pack, which would
increase the total energy required to drive the route. Given the high cost of hybrid
batteries, the incremental reduction in fuel use that would result also might not pay for
the incremental cost of the larger battery pack over the life of the vehicle – especially for
school buses, which typically only travel 10,000 – 15,000 miles per year.
In addition to the regen energy hybrid bus 520 was able to collect and re-use, this bus
also benefitted from significantly lower fuel use at idle than bus 515 during the fuel
economy testing. During the testing, fuel use at idle, measured on a per-minute basis, for
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hybrid bus 520 was on average 54% lower than idle fuel use for diesel bus 515 (0.43
gal/hr compared to 0.94 gal/hr). On average during the urban runs, 10% of total fuel use
by bus 515 was at idle, while bus 520 used only 4.5% of total fuel at idle. On the
suburban runs bus 515 used 7% of total fuel at idle while bus 520 used only 2.2% of total
fuel at idle; on the rural runs idle fuel use was 4% of total fuel use for bus 515 but only
1.4% for bus 520. The reduction in fuel use at idle accounted for about 25% of the total
reduction in fuel use achieved by hybrid bus 520 compared to diesel bus 515 on the urban
route, 29% on the suburban route, and 45% on the rural route.
The most likely reason why fuel use at idle was so much lower for bus 520 than for bus
515 is because bus 520 has an automated manual transmission and bus 515 has an
automatic transmission. While idling in traffic the automated manual transmission in bus
520 engages a clutch to completely uncouple the engine from the driveline, while the
engine in bus 515 is still coupled to the driveline through the torque converter of the
automatic transmission resulting in a slight load on the engine.
4.3. Reliability and Maintenance
See Table 6 for a summary of the propulsion system 5 failures experienced by the buses in
this test program during the in-service test covering the 2012-2013 school year. All of
these failures were covered by the bus manufacturer under warranty. See Table 7 for a
summary of mean distance (miles) between failures (MDBF), and percent of out-ofservice time (OOS) for hybrid bus 520 compared to the three diesel buses (bus 511, bus
515, and bus 523).
Table 6: Bus Propulsion System Failures During In-Service Test

BUS 515
Date

BUS 520
Failure

Days OOS

11/06 – 11/09

SCR catalyst

4

12/11 – 12/20

EGR valve

8

Water in fuel

1

1/31
Bus 511

Date

Failure

Days OOS

11/13 – 11/16 Transmission fault

4

Bus 523

Date

Failure

NA

None

Days OOS

Date

Failure

0

NA

None

Days
OOS
0

During the in-service test bus 520 experienced one propulsion system problem, and its
mean-distance between propulsion failures was 12,276 miles. Taken as a group the three
diesel buses experienced three propulsion system problems during the in-service test (all
5

For each bus the propulsion system includes the engine, transmission, and rear end gears. For hybrid bus 520 it also
includes the electric drive motor, traction battery pack, power electronics, and hybrid system controller.
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attributed to bus 515), and their average mean-distance between propulsion failures was
12,812 miles.
The hybrid bus proved to be very reliable during this in-service test, but given the very
small sample size it is impossible to draw any firm conclusions about hybrid bus
reliability from this data.
Table 7 Mean Distance Between Failures (MDBF) & Time Out-of-Service (OOS)

Bus

MDBF
(miles)

% Time OOS

Diesel
Buses

12,812

2.4%

Hybrid
Bus 520

12,276

2.2%

4.4. Driver Comments
The four 6 drivers who drove bus 520, as well as bus 515, during the in-service test were
surveyed about their experience at the end of the school year. All four indicated that
hybrid bus 520 was sluggish and did not accelerate as quickly as bus 515. A common
opinion was that this was particularly noticeable when pulling away from a school in a
line of buses (it could not keep up with them) and when pulling onto the freeway (could
not get up to 60 MPH to merge with traffic by the end of the on-ramp).
All drivers also indicated that bus 520 did not always shift as smoothly as bus 515 – they
described the shifting as “herky-jerky” and indicated that passengers got “thrown around”
when the bus shifted. This problem was particularly noticeable during turns. Also, the
bus would sometimes prematurely down-shift when decelerating, or at relatively high
speed on the highway, causing the bus to “lurch”.
Several drivers indicated that they changed their driving style over time when driving bus
520, anticipating shifts and letting up on the accelerator so the shift would be smoother;
these drivers indicated that it took time to get used to bus 520, but that once you did it
performed well and was not a problem. There was general agreement that part of the
problem was that the test program required them to change buses every two weeks – as
soon as they started to get used to bus 520 they were switched to a new bus.
When asked whether they would prefer to drive bus 520 or bus 515 in the future, one
answered “bus 520”, two answered “bus 515” and one indicated that he was “neutral”.

6

Part way through the school year one of the original drivers in the test program switched to another non-test route and
was replaced.
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4.5. Potential Fuel Cost Savings
As discussed earlier hybrid bus 520 achieved higher in-use fuel economy than an
equivalent conventional diesel school bus (bus 515) on all three test routes during this inservice test program. As such, the use of hybrid buses can potentially reduce annual
diesel fuel use, and diesel fuel costs, from school bus operations.
See Table 8 for projections of potential annual fuel and fuel cost savings based on the
results of this test program and a range of diesel fuel prices.
Table 8: Potential Diesel Fuel Cost Savings from Use Hybrid Bus

Fuel Price (per gallon) →
Annual
Miles 1

$3.00

Annual Fuel
Savings

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

Annual Fuel Cost Savings

[gal]

[$]

[$]

[$]

[$]

Route 511
(Urban)

7,290

264

$791

$923

$1,055

$1,187

Route 520
(Suburban)

13,770

335

$1,005

$1,172

$1,339

$1,507

Route 515
(Rural)

15,390

207

$621

$724

$828

$931

1

Assumes 180 days and 90% bus availability

As shown in Table 8, for school buses that operate exclusively on each of the three inservice routes total annual mileage accumulation would vary significantly, from a low of
7,290 miles to a high of 15,390 miles. Annual mileage accumulation would be lowest on
the “urban” route 511 due to low average speed and low daily mileage (45 miles).
Annual mileage accumulation would be highest on the “rural” route 515 due to higher
average speed and higher daily mileage (95 miles).
As such, the potential annual fuel savings from the use of hybrid school buses would also
vary by route – from a low of 207 gallons on rural route 515 to a high of 335 gallons on
suburban route 520. Annual per-bus savings in diesel fuel costs would range from a low
of $621 to a high of $1,507, with fuel prices ranging from $3.00 - $4.50/gallon.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration current retail diesel fuel prices
in the mid-Atlantic states (July 1, 2013) are in the range of $3.82 per gallon. However,
most school districts in New York purchase fuel under a centralized contract managed by
the New York State Office of General Services, which generally offers lower pricing than
available at retail sites. In late June 2013 the diesel fuel price under the OGS contract
was in the range of $2.94 – $3.27/gallon for most New York counties, and was
$2.97/gallon in Monroe County, where the Gates-Chili school district is located.
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Note that potential fuel and fuel cost savings is highest on “suburban” route 520. This is
somewhat counter intuitive since the percentage improvement in fuel economy from the
hybrid bus is highest on “urban” route 511 (25% versus 21% on route 520). However,
the low average speed of route 511 limits daily and annual mileage and fuel use. Annual
fuel use for a diesel bus operating exclusively on route 520 would be higher than that for
a diesel bus operating exclusively on route 511, despite higher average fuel economy on
route 520. Therefore, the potential for annual fuel savings from the use of hybrid buses is
higher on route 520 than on route 511, despite a lower percentage improvement in fuel
economy on this route.
5) SUMMARY OF RESULTS – VNOMICS® IN-CAB ADVISOR™ SYSTEM
This section summarizes the performance of the VNOMICS® FleetKnowSys™
telematics system with In Cab Advisor™ during the in-service test at the Gates-Chili
Central School District, with respect to its ability to increase the fuel economy of diesel
school buses equipped with automatic transmissions. In this section the fuel economy of
bus 511 (In Cab Advisor™ feature turned on all year) is compared to the fuel economy of
bus 515 (In Cab Advisor™ feature turned off all year). This section also discusses the
results from bus 523, which operated with the In Cab Advisor™ feature both on and off
at various times during the year.
5.1. Fuel Economy
See Figure 13 for a summary of the average fuel economy (MPG) achieved by diesel bus
515 (In Cab Advisor™ OFF) and diesel bus 511 (In Cab Advisor™ ON) on each test
route during the in-service test at the Gates-Chili Central School District. In this chart the
wide solid color bars represent the average fuel economy achieved over all days in the
test on each route, while the black lines at the top of each bar represent one standard
deviation around this mean, based on actual day-to-day variability in measured fuel
economy.
As shown, over the course of the entire school year diesel bus 511 achieved 8.9% higher
in-use fuel economy than diesel bus 515 (6.1 MPG versus 5.6 MPG) while operating on
low-speed Route 511 (8 MPH), 9.9% higher in-use fuel economy (7.8 MPG versus 7.1
MPG) while operating on medium-speed Route 520 (12 MPH), and 5.2% higher in-use
fuel economy (10.1 MPG versus 9.6 MPG) while operating on high-speed Route 520
(20 MPH). Statistical analysis (student T-test) indicates that the measured differences in
daily average fuel economy between bus 511 and bus 515 are statistically significant at a
99% confidence level.
See Figure 14 for a plot of daily average fuel economy versus average speed for bus 515
and bus 511 during the in-service test. In this figure each dot represents average data for
one day of operation. As shown, while there was significant variability in day-to-day fuel
economy of each bus on each route, bus 511 consistently had higher fuel economy than
bus 515 on all three routes. Consistency was greater on routes 511 and 520 than on the
higher speed route 515.
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Figure 13: Average Diesel Fuel Economy (MPG) During In-Service Test

Figure 14: Daily Average Fuel Economy of Bus 515 and Bus 511
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Figure 15 shows the average measured fuel economy of bus 523 during the in-service
test, during the various time periods when the VNOMICS® In Cab Advisor™ system
was on and off. This bus was operated on the same route with the same driver for the
entire school year. In Figure 15 the thick solid bars show the average fuel economy for
the entire time period, and the thin black lines on the top of each bar represent one
standard deviation around this average based on day-to-day variability in measured fuel
economy.

Figure 15: Average Fuel Economy During In-Service Test, Bus 523

As shown, during the initial baseline data collection period (9/5 – 9/28) the average fuel
economy was 7.4 MPG. Over the next month, with the driver alerts turned on (10/1 –
10/29) average fuel economy increased to 8.1 MPG, a 9.5% increase compared to the
baseline.
Over the subsequent seven weeks, with the driver alerts off, average fuel economy was
7.6 MPG. For the last half of the year, when driver alerts were turned back on the
average fuel economy was 7.8 MPG; fuel economy over this period was 5.4% higher than
fuel economy during the initial baseline period.
Statistical analysis (student T-test) indicates that the measured differences in daily
average fuel economy between when the VNOMICS® driver alerts were turned on and
turned off are statistically significant at the 85% confidence level.
Figure 16 provides a summary of the average weekly fuel economy of bus 523 over the
year. In this chart the wide solid color bars represent the average fuel economy achieved
20
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over the entire week, while the black lines at the top of each bar represent one standard
deviation around this mean, based on actual day-to-day variability in measured fuel
economy during the week.

Figure 16: Average Weekly Fuel economy During In-service Test, Bus 523

5.2. Driver Comments
The four 7 drivers who drove bus 511, as well as bus 515, during the in-service test were
surveyed about their experience at the end of the school year. All four drivers indicated
that they were offered training on the VNOMICS® driver alert system before starting to
drive an equipped bus, but not all drivers actually attended the training. The drivers who
did attend the training indicated that it focused mostly on log-in procedures and did not
address the purpose of the alerts. Nonetheless, all drivers were able to readily state, when
asked, that the purpose of the driver alerts was to improve fuel economy by getting better
shifts, and “avoiding high RPMs”.
All four drivers indicated that the driver alerts are “annoying” and several said that they
were “stressful” and “distracting”. One driver in particular felt that the alerts could
potentially cause a safety problem by taking the focus of the driver away from the road,
because the driver would instead be constantly watching the tachometer in order to avoid
7

Partway through the school year one of the original drivers in the test program switched to another non-test route and
was replaced.
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the beeps. Several drivers also indicated that some other drivers “are obsessed with their
daily score” relative to proper shifts.
All four drivers stated that the alert system caused them to change their driving behavior.
Several said that they now watched the tachometer much more, in order to know when to
back off the accelerator so the bus would shift. Others indicated that instead of looking at
the tachometer they had learned to listen to the sound of the engine.
All four drivers indicated that after driving for a few days, the frequency of the alerts
went down significantly as they changed their behavior. The responses as to how long
this took varied from “one day” to “a few days” to the fact that they continued to have
“good and bad days”.
All four drivers indicated that in their experience, there are two situations in which
activation of the alert system is unavoidable: 1) when accelerating onto the freeway, and
2) when pulling away from a school in a line of buses. In both of these situations the
driver is required to accelerate as fast as possible and feels that they cannot let off the
accelerator to get the bus to shift.
Three of the four drivers indicated that over time the beeping of the alert system went
away almost entirely and when asked whether they would prefer to drive a bus equipped
with the alert system or without, these three drivers stated that they were neutral – it did
not matter to them. The fourth driver stated that he would prefer to drive a bus without
the alert system because it is distracting and he felt it could be a safety issue.
5.3. Potential Fuel Cost Savings
As discussed above, during this in-service test program a diesel bus with automatic
transmission that consistently used the driver alerts provided by the VNOMICS® In Cab
Advisor™ system achieved higher average fuel economy than an identical bus whose
drivers did not receive the alerts, when operated over each of three different school bus
routes . As such, the use of the VNOMICS® In Cab Advisor™ system can potentially
reduce annual diesel fuel use, and diesel fuel costs, from school bus operations.
See Table 9 for projections of annual fuel and fuel cost savings based on the results of
this test program and a range of diesel fuel prices.
As shown in Table 9, for school buses that operate exclusively on each of the three inservice routes, total annual mileage accumulation would vary significantly, from a low of
7,290 miles to a high of 15,390 miles. Annual mileage accumulation would be lowest on
the “urban” route 511 due to low average speed and low daily mileage (45 miles).
Annual mileage accumulation would be highest on the “rural” route 515 due to higher
average speed and higher daily mileage (95 miles).
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Table 9: Potential Diesel Fuel Cost Savings from Use of Driver Alert System

Fuel Price (per gallon) →
Annual
Miles 1

$3.00

Annual Fuel
Savings

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

Annual Fuel Cost Savings

[gal]

[$]

[$]

[$]

[$]

Route 511
(Urban)

7,290

115

$345

$402

$459

$517

Route 520
(Suburban)

13,770

164

$493

$576

$658

$740

Route 515
(Rural)

15,390

84

$253

$295

$337

$379

1

Assumes 180 days and 90% bus availability

As such, the potential annual fuel savings from the use of the VNOMICS® driver alert
system on school buses would also vary by route – from a low of 84 gallons on rural
route 515 to a high of 164 gallons on suburban route 520. Annual per-bus savings in
diesel fuel costs would range from a low of $253 to a high of $740, with fuel prices
ranging from $3.00 - $4.50/gallon.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration current retail diesel fuel prices
in the mid-Atlantic states (July 1, 2012) are in the range of $3.82 per gallon. However,
most school districts in New York purchase fuel under a centralized contract managed by
the New York State Office of General Services, which generally offers lower pricing than
available at retail sites. In late June 2013 the diesel fuel price under the OGS contract
was in the range of $2.94 – $3.27/gallon for most New York counties, and was
$2.97/gallon in Monroe County, where the Gates-Chili school district is located.
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